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The main room of the Kids 

Room Zoom apartment in 

Milan, with Hut Hut rockers  

in the centre, Habitadule 

Voyageur in the corner,  

and Belladonna wallpaper  
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S
ynonymous with style and sophistication, 
milan is one of the design capitals of the world.  
But it’s not just the avant-garde ensembles 
paraded down the catwalk by the likes of Armani 
and Prada that cause the cognoscenti to sit up 
and take note. hot on the stiletto heels of milan 
Fashion week comes salone internazionale del 
mobile di milano – that’s the milan Furniture Fair, 

or milan Design week as it’s also known. taking place every April, 
the event began life in 1961 as a showcase for italy’s finest furniture 
makers. these days, designers from more than 150 countries 
descend on the chic city, hoping to turn heads with their elegant 
and innovative designs. now, to coincide with the main event, 
there’s a brand new design exhibition – Kids Room Zoom. 

Kids Room Zoom is the inspiration of art critic and curator 
Paola noe, mother to Carlotta, six, and Amalia, five, and Austrian 
children’s designer thomas maitz, father to max, 14, Paulina, ten, 
and oskar, eight. thomas is well known in design circles for pieces 
such as max in the Box – a wooden construction with panels that 
can be slotted together to make everything from a chair and desk 
to a secret den. together, Paola and thomas identified a need for a 
space where up-and-coming designers could showcase their work 
– and hopefully attract the interest of manufacturers, distributors 
and potential customers. “in italy, we have such a strong design 
heritage and, yet, like everywhere else in the world, many modern 
italian families are going for cheap, mass-produced furniture,” says 
Paola. “we wanted to get people excited about original design again.”

the first Kids Room Zoom took place last year in an apartment 
in the city centre, close to the fashionable Via montenapoleone. 
every room was decked out with playful designs sourced from all 
over the world by Paola and thomas. the name Kids Room Zoom 
was chosen to reflect a child’s light-hearted view of the world. “we 

The Kids Room Zoom exhibition in  
Milan is a launch pad for the most 
exciting new designs for children

We have  
lift-off
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liked the idea that it is difficult to pronounce for adults, but not for 
children,” says Paola. “they like it. And it has playful associations 
with rockets and spaceships.” the word zoom can also mean to 
home in on something – like a camera zoom. essentially, Kids  
Room Zoom is a close-up of the very best in design for children.

S
o whAt DiD they unearth? the apartment’s main 
living space was chockfull of quirky designs. in the 
centre was a cluster of curious, colourful hut hut 
rocking horse stools, which look 
more like a horse’s saddle than 
a horse itself. Created by los 

Angeles-based Kalon studios, the hut hut 
started life as an adult piece, but it was 
crying out to be shrunken into a smaller 
version for petite posteriors. in one corner 
stood a red matrix of cardboard puzzle 
pieces. this was the habitadule Voyageur, created by  
French designer marie Compagnon. the pieces are designed to  
be slotted together to form a vehicle of your child’s choosing – be  
it a car, a rocket, or a submarine. Against one wall stretched the 
tall, slender branches of the Bookcase tree by Kostas Designs. 
Against another was the salamandre, a colourful modular bookcase 
created by nonah, which can be reassembled as your child’s book 
collection burgeons, and in front of that was the Deskhouse from 
ninetonine Design, which, as its name suggests, is a desk that 

looks like a house. each bedroom of the apartment was arranged 
as a child’s room. Cool cots came courtesy of Kalon studios, who 
were showcasing their colourful Caravan Crib. And there was a 
Zebra crib by ninetonine Design, its slightly offset bars evoking 
zebra stripes, and thomas maitz’s own Amber in the sky bunk 
bed was also on display. in the kitchen, stackable wooden 
hamburgers from the slow wood range by studio Fludd were 
presented on bowls and plates by miriam Bereson, which bore a 
tiny lion and his speech-bubble musing, “some roar, i just smile”. 

in the bathroom, there was an innovative 
wooden changing table and nappy dispenser 
by baby design specialists ByBo Design. 
And throughout there were arty flourishes, 
such as the mr moustache mobile by 
German firm Jäll & tofta and wall art by 
artist and photographer miriam Broggini…

According to Paola, designing for 
children presents a special challenge. “For adults, design is very 
much about what’s on trend,” she says. “For children, however, an 
object must relate to their needs.” some designs for children are 
simply miniature versions of adult designs – the classic Panton 
chair, for example, has a corresponding Junior version. But more 
often, designers start from scratch. And it takes a rare talent to  
see the world through a child’s eyes, and create something to 
capture their imagination. The second Kids Room Zoom is set to 
take place this spring in an apartment in the Via mellerio, close to 

“It takes a rare design  
talent to see the world 
through a child’s eyes”

this page clockwise from  
top left Studio Fludd’s 
burgers; Furf Design’s 
Little Angel Wings;  
ByBo Design’s wooden 
changing table and nappy 
dispenser; Nonah’s 
Salamandre bookcase
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sant’Ambrogio church. many of last year’s exhibitors will return, 
with new designers debuting, too. “one of the companies i’m  
most excited about is Rijada, from latvia,” says Paola. “they are 
perfectly in tune with what appeals to children, yet their creations 
are stylish enough to satisfy an adult’s aesthetic tastes, too.” 
there’s the Duck, for example. it’s an unusual creature, woven 
from wicker, with three legs, and a gaping hole for a neck where  
a child can insert a soft toy, perhaps. so that’s where the car  
keys went… Rijada also have a fierce-looking wolf – he’s made  
of cardboard, but with his jagged fangs, he certainly has bite. 

A
notheR ComPAny PAolA hotly tips is Furf Design, 
from Brazil. “they have a special ability to imbue an 
object with poetry and romance,” says Paola. think 
that sounds a little grandiose? take a look at the little 
Angel stool, with its darling pair of white wings, and 
your heart can’t help but melt. when Paola posted  

a picture of it on her blog, she was inundated with requests from 
interested buyers. she had to disappoint them, however, as the 
stool is still a prototype. But hopefully that will soon change.

Kids Room Zoom is more than just a design show, it’s also  
a vast digital online universe with a diverse 
gallery of designers from around the world. 
if the Kids Room Zoom exhibition is a 
snapshot of children’s design, this is the 
panoramic world view. Among the designs 

featured is a ride-on bull from Ander lizaso of spain, just the  
ticket for little matadors. there are two-dimensional metal  
cars by Jesco von Puttkamer and a crib that resembles a doll’s 
pram from made By midas, and many more besides… And it’s  
not just designers who are featured on the blog, but artists,  
too. “there is something about contemporary art that children 
instantly get,” says Paola. “i think it’s great to introduce children  
to art, to show them there’s more than one way to view reality.”

in addition, featured designers and artists are invited to fill in  
a special questionnaire on the blog called how old Are you?,  which 
is accompanied by a photograph of them as a child. in keeping with 
this playful spirit, participants are invited to imagine themselves 
back to childhood. the first question posed to them is “what’s  
your bed like?”. “we decided to ask this as your childhood bed is 
something everyone can remember,” says Paola. “it emphasises 
that design is something that gets imprinted on a child’s mind.”

naturally, at her own home in milan, Paola has chosen some 
inspired objects for her daughters. there’s a Zanuso chair by 
Kartell, which Paola owned as a child, two of thomas maitz’s max 
in the Boxes, and a cardboard chair by new york designer Pete 
oyler, which is designed to be recycled when your child grows  

out of it. “every piece for your child should 
have the power to be remembered,” says 
Paola. “it should be intelligent and aesthetic, 
but playful, too.” And that has to be a stellar 
combination by anyone’s estimations  ■

this page clockwise from 
top left Bookcase Tree 
by Kostas Designs  
and Deskhouse by 
Ninetonine; Thomas 
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Duck; Fludd’s Slow 
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Due Mani Non Bastano

For a gallery of the newest and most 
innovative designs for children, visit  
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